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FITTING 1 

- Fitting position

- How to use collars

- Check first

- Sensor fitting

- Control box fitting

- Buzzer fitting

WIRING DIAGRAMS 2 

- Front parking sensor wiring

- Rear parking sensor wiring

-Two sensor system

- Dip switch settings

WIRING CONNECTIONS 3 

-Wire colours
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DISPLAYS 

- PS62

- PS64DUAL
- Display error codes

CANBUS INTERFACES 6 

- PSPK1

- PSPK4

TROUBLESHOOTING 7-8

- False beeps or constant tone

- System not working

- Power up beeps

- Cleaning sensors

- Checking a sensor is working

- Not detecting some objects

- Front parking sensors not activating on CAN BUS system below 6mph

USING YOUR PARKING SENSOR SYSTEM 9 

- Rear system

- Front system
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DISPLAYS 

Mute+ Functions 

Distance 

Mute+ Functions 

Left Distance Right 

Mute+ Functions 

Left Distance Right 

PS62 
1. Use with reverse sensors only

2. Press button on top to mute

3. Press and hold button to change
screen orientation (10 Seconds) then

continued to hold to scroll through screen

orientations

88 - Installed on front dashboard 

FU - means installed on front roof 

nU - Means installed on rear roof with read 

through mirror view 

8U - Means installed on rear roof 

PS64DUAL 
1. Use with reverse sensors

2. Press button on top to mute

3. Press and hold button to change screen 

orientation (10 Seconds) then continued 

to hold to scroll through screen 

orientations

88 - Installed on front dashboard 

FU - means installed on front roof 

nU - Means installed on rear roof with read 

through mirror view 

8U - Means installed on rear roof 

1. Use with front sensors

2. Press button on top to mute

3. Press and hold button to change screen 

orientation (10 Seconds) then continued 

to hold to scroll through screen 

orientations

88 - Installed on front dashboard 

FU - means installed on front roof 

nU - Means installed on rear roof with read 

through mirror view 

8U - Means installed on rear roof 

Display Error Codes 
Some of the displays can show error codes 

El to E4 = Sensor fault (refers to sensors 

ABDC, ie El = Sensor A 
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Cleaning Sensors 
One of the best things that you can do for your sensors is keep them clean. Most of the time, whenever there are 
any issues with the reverse parking sensor, it is because gunk from driving has settled over it. Fortunately, cleaning 
it is a simple task that can be done quickly and is usually very effective. Clean them with a soft cloth or rag. There 
may be dirt and debris trapped on them or they may be oily or dusty. Cleaning with a pressure washer can cause 
issues and it is advised not to directly spray parking sensors. 

Checking a sensor is working 

First, switch on the PDC (Park Distance Control). With this one, get as close as you can to the sensor and put your 
ear near it. Listen to see if there is a buzzing sound. If there is, then the sensor itself is working. If you cannot hear 
anything or if you do not want to put your ear that close to the sensor then you can simply put your finger up 
against it. If the sensor is vibrating or clicking just slightly then they are working. 

Not detecting some objects 
Some objects are harder to detect than others. Objects that have an angle or are round may cause the ultrasonic 
sound-wave to deflect away and not return a signal to the detector heads. Absorbent objects may also not detect 
as well. If you think an object should be detected check the sensors are working correctly. 

Front parking sensors not activating on CAN BUS system below 6mph 
Check PSPK1 CAN module is working correctly. 
NO LED - Incorrectly Connected. 
RED LED - System is not connected to CAN or active and cannot identify the vehicle. 
CONSTANT GREEN - Connected to CAN. 
FLASHING GREEN - Speed pulse detected. 
Handbrake - Check handbrake is off. Having the handbrake on can often override the PSPK1 and prevent it 
triggering the parking sensors. 





PS740 

Sensor Hole Size:18.SMM 

PS5401 

Flat Head 

Sensor Hole Size:18.SMM 
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SENSOR ID 

PS540 

Sensor Hole Size:19MM 

PS940 

Sensor Hole Size:14.SMM 

PS6401 

Angled Head 

Sensor Hole Size:18.SMM 

PS1140 

Sensor Hole Size:18.8MM 



OTHER PRODUCTS IN THE PARKSAFE RANGE 
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Parksafe Group offers a wide range of 
Commercial & Domestic vehicle products. 

Visit PARKSAFEGROUP.COM to see our full product range.

• DVS & FORS Kits

• DVR Systems

• Cameras & Monitors

• Vehicle Lighting

• Power Inverters

• Battery Charges

• Dash Cameras

• Vehicle Security Products

• Vehicle Trackers

• Consumables & PPE







Parksafe Group, Suppliers of Vehicle Electronics. FORS & CLOCS 
Approved. DVR Recorders, Vehicle CCTV, Dash Cameras, 

Reversing Systems, Parking Sensors, Lighting, Warning Beacons 
& Consumables. OEM Design Services. 

ISO 9001 Approved Company 

YOUR SAFETY DRIVES US 




